When speaking to others about prophecy, the one thing I frequently get into discussions over is - what is the significance of Mt Sinai today to modern Christian Israel? I've never talked to anyone that even had an idea about the Mountain one way or the other before I brought it up. Even those who know it's in (Saudi) Arabia as the Bible tells us in the books of Exodus & Galations, have not gone back to Genesis, Exodus & other books of the Bible to look at any of the Prophecies surrounding the area of mount Sinai. So modern Christian Israelites have usually not thought about how any prophecy about Sinai might connect to them today.

Now that's been openly admitted by the Saudi gov in 2018 that the 'real' Mt Sinai is in their land & they've known this since Ron Wyatt showed them the exact location back around 1984 when they arrested him in their country; those of us who understand the Christian Israel message, might want to consider how that might change things they think or believe about the Exodus & everything else its true location potentially impacts in scripture. The Saudis are opening up this area around Mt. Sinai for tourism soon & they've given a date of 2025. They are building a 500 Billion $$ city called 'NEOM' in that area to protect artifacts pertaining to the Exodus which are still just sitting there pretty much as they were left approx 3500 years ago!

Do I have your attention? Is there anything from the Exodus onward that might play in to end time Prophecy in relation to that specific area around Mt Sinai, including the rest of the country of Saudi Arabia where the Israelites wandered for 40 years as scripture says? It's being taught by others that the land in Arabia should maybe belong to Israel according to scripture. I'm trying to determine if that idea is valid & I've compiled as many of the verses about Sinai in scripture as I could find. We should also consider verses pertaining to Mt Horeb since both are mentioned together in many places. I've also determined that Mt Paran is also another name for Mt Sinai.

I'm looking at mentions of the Red Sea in scripture or anything else that would lead us back to that area around Mt Sinai as far as prophecy goes. If you're looking on various websites or maps, other terms to look for are the land of Luz, Luuz, Looz, Lawz, Almond Mountain, Wilderness of Shur or Wilderness of Paran, Mountain of Paran, Mountain of God, etc. The problem is, when you move Mt Sinai back to its correct location in Arabia, there are untold other locations mentioned in the Bible that move with it. Because THEIR correct location is determined by where you place Mt Sinai on your map. So any prophecy that applies to any of these locations moves to typically another country, ie Arabia! This impacts the entire Bible, Genesis to Revelation!

I will have my own video soon going over my views on this, but other videos by a number of people are in the production process as I am writing this. Search youtube.com for videos or Google for 'Sinai', Mt Sinai, Sinai Mountain, or Sinai in Arabia, etc. I have viewed literally 100's of videos about Mt Sinai & will maintain a list on my site of what I think are the best available on the web. If you're searching this subject, you'll find that there are lots of duplications of pieces of the same videos on YT posted on different YT channels. I'm trying to pare my list down to the people or YT Channels who are actively
involved in biblical research along this line, or publication of the best information I can find. Send me links to anything you think deserves to be added to this.

My Conclusions:
Gen 14:6 “El-paran, which is by the wilderness” is the land of Paran which refers to the ‘wilderness of paran’ where Mt Paran is, in Arabia. I conclude in my notes below that Mt Paran is Mt Sinai.

Gen 16:7 makes sense then that this “fountain of water in the wilderness, by the fountain in the way to Shur” & Shur meaning a region of the desert; the only desert with a fountain of water mentioned later on being the rock of Horeb by Sinai, & the desert being the Sinai desert. To confirm that idea, see Exo 15:22 where the COI cross the Red Sea into the wilderness of Shur. So the story of Hagar running from Abraham & Sarah when pregnant to this fountain in the desert of Shur, & it concludes that she was at a ‘well’ of water in v14 & received a prophecy from the Angel of Yahweh she called “God sees me” or the well - ‘Beer-la-hai-roi’ #H883, ‘well of life or vision’. The vision meaning prophecy as we see this angel gave her a prophecy. So she was in the area of Mt Sinai & met Christ as I state in verses relating to Jacob’s vision & the angel he met later on in Genesis. Look at the quotes to Gen 12:1,3 from Acts Chapter 3 & 7 which confirms Abraham was talking to Christ as I’ve taught in previous videos.

So if you back up to the prophecy given to (A) in Gen 15:18-21 about his posterity inheriting these lands from “the river of Egypt to the great river, the river Euphrates”; where are all these lands? Wouldn’t that have to include Saudi Arabia? That’s a real point of debate because of the implications that this area would one day belong to Christian Israel or the ‘Wheat’ in the NT. There’s no logic that the ‘Tares’ would every inherit any of the blessings of the Israel people. That’s why they’re called tares & why they were sent through the desert for 40 years to kill them off. It makes no sense that those who rejected Christ & refused to FGL from Mt Sinai on were allowed into the KOG then or now.

Gen 21:14,20,21 - If we compare this story about Hagar & Ishmael; Hagar “wandered in the wilderness of Beer-she-ba”, but “dwelt in the wilderness of Paran”. Then we see later in v33 (A) planted a grove in Beersheba. Then in C22 he was sent to the land of Moriah to offer Isaac on a mountain Yahweh would show him. Gen 22:14 is interesting in that (A) called that place Jehovah-jireh meaning the ‘revealing Yahweh’ will be seen in the mountain of Yahweh. There’s only one mountain of Yahweh & that’s what we call Mt Sinai! I conclude that’s where he really was & it would make perfect sense. The reason your modern scholars have many of these places mentioned in scripture in the wrong place on our maps is because they’re using the fake Mt Sinai as their reference point. Once you correct that, everything changes! The maps simply need to be corrected. If the Christian people would just go to the REAL Sinai Mtn & take a look around, then maybe they could realize they’ve been misled all these years.

Here’s another point. One argument Jim & Penny Caldwell make in their videos about the verses in Deut 11:24, is this statement “Every place where the soles of your feet shall tread shall be yours”. They claim this would include Arabia, since the COI walked through Arabia during their 40 years in the desert. Looking at their videos & the 1000’s of engravings of children’s feet on rocks that are just laying around on the ground in southern Arabia all the way down to the modern day country of Yemen, you could easily agree with a lot of the evidence they show in their videos.

The normal way I expect that most scholars read the verses they’re quoting, is that you can clearly see the proper context is the COI are getting ready to pass over the Jordan river at Jericho approximately & eventually conquer & possess the ‘promised land’ which we’re led to believe is mostly all west of the Jordan. But how are we to correlate that with the previous statements about the river Euphrates?
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Much less, the recent evidence that the soles of their feet went through Arabia for 40 years? I’m not sure anyone has the answer, but we have to place Mt Sinai in the right country for starters. Few Christians have accepted that idea yet! But there is one more thing that occurred to me.

I was thinking about this story in Gen 28:10-22 about Jacob & the vision of the Ladder to Heaven. I had considered the thought before that it would just be logical having all of these other connections to Mt Sinai - that Jacob might have been at Mt Sinai when he had his vision. It starts out calling his location “a certain place”, & it was on his trip from Beersheba to Haran. Did you notice though in v13 “the land where you lay I will give to you & your seed”, or Posterity as we would say. It uses the term ‘Lord God of Abraham’ which I’ve clearly taught in other videos must be Christ speaking… the Son.

And then in v14, “your posterity will be as the dust of the earth & shall spread abroad to the west, east, north & south”, & “in your posterity shall all the families of the earth be blessed”. Now everyone reads this in the wrong context thinking that this means that the Israelites will be a blessing to everyone else on earth. Then they compound their mistake & say it applies to modern day Jews who rejected Christ & are waiting on a new Messiah to come. Then they go from there & embrace Zionist doctrine or whatever other doctrine they dream up. But correctly v14 is restating what was promised in Gen 12:1-3. For sure the 12 Tribes will be a blessing to all other families of the earth, but that’s not the correct context. As I’ve gone over in extreme detail in a number of other videos, the promise in 12:1-3 is that Christ is promising Himself to Abraham & his posterity as a Redeemer to give them everlasting life.

The ‘families of the earth’ it’s referring to are the future nations of (A’s) posterity (and these would be nations founded on Christianity) who will gain everlasting life through their belief in this prophecy about Christ coming in the future to redeem them & the fact that they are appointed to follow his law. My acronym for these Israelites are ‘Jews for Christ’ or JFC - & the Israelites who rejected him, ‘Jews against Christ’ or JAC. I doubt many understood the concept that he had to die to redeem them, but they were introduced to the concept of a blood sacrifice as far back as Cain & Abel! Then we see the idea of a burnt offering, or as the Catholic Douay Rheems Bible correctly states it… a Holocaust. But in the story of Jacob’s Ladder, we read in v19 Jacob called the name of that “city” Luz. My FF says Adam-Luz. Best I can tell from online research is that it means light…. meaning it would be the ‘city of light’. So Adam-Luz would be the city of light where the light of the Adamites (Christ) resides, not the light of the gentiles as churches currently teach. It means the ‘light of Christ’ & this city being next to the Mountain of God as in - Mt Sinai. With people who are the chosen descendents of Jacob-Israel anointed to possess ‘power with God’. Just saying. After all, Jacob called the rock he laid his head on – ‘Bethel’, meaning ‘House of God’. In Gen 32:24-30 the ‘man’ he struggled with later called an Angel (in some translations) - said he was the “God of the House of God”. Other Bibles state it as “I have seen God face to face & lived”.

If an Angel calls Himself God, after physically struggling with a man, then that’s Christ. And only the Father or Son have ‘Power with God’ & are authorized to give that to a man - Jacob, & change his name to Israel. We all know that power passed on to his Posterity. But only to the JFC who FGL & teach the message of Christ as it states 12 times in Revelation, but very clearly in Rev 12:17 & 14:12. This is not hard to figure out, or it shouldn’t be. If Jacob’s vision was at Mt Sinai which is the only mountain that makes sense & there’s no other mountain of God, then his posterity was given the land of Arabia at minimum as the Caldwells have claimed. This will be realized when Christ returns.
Because there’s two other things. Back in Gen 28:4 Isaac states Jacob’s posterity will inherit the ‘land wherein thou art a stranger, which God gave to Abraham’. In v5 he ‘went to Padan-aram to Laban’. Then in v13 as I said, he was given the land where he had the vision & his posterity was to spread in all 4 directions from there. But in 28:15, Christ says ‘I am with thee’ & ‘will keep thee’ which means it’s Christ the Shield from Gen 15:1 talking. But then he says he ‘will bring thee again into this land’.

It wouldn’t seem plausible to your typical Christian that Christ would take them to Saudi Arabia! Just look at it…, desert & rocks. No Christian would be thinking about moving there in a million years! But Christ did bring them there after the Exodus. They left homes behind & a nice fertile land in Goshen even though they were in bondage to the Egyptians. They had plenty of water & food which they noticed was missing at Mt Sinai until the Rock of Horeb was split. They didn’t care for the Mana, but apparently it sufficed for 40 years!

But who has considered Rev 12:6 & 14 in relation to Mt Sinai? I think I’ll be the first to make this connection & teach it to Christian Israel & the 144,000. V6, “And the woman fled into the wilderness, where she hath a place prepared of God, that they should feed her there a thousand two hundred and threescore days” (1260 days or 3.5 years). V14, “And to the woman were given two wings of a great eagle, that she might fly into the wilderness, into her place, where she is nourished for a time, & times, & half a time, from the face of the serpent” (3.5 years) -> Isa 51:3

I won’t cover how to calculate the times given as you can find many videos on YT with details on this. The woman is Sarah who had the prophecy from Gen 17:15,16 where Christ (the Shield) changed her name from Sarai to Sarah, about being a ‘mother of nations & kings of people’. Some things basically he said to Abraham in 17:2-9. So as I said before…, Christ was the blessing to the posterity of A&S. The fact that the 12 Tribes will be a blessing to non Israelite nations is also true, but it wasn’t the context of THIS prophecy. This is Christ the Shield from Gen 15:1 + Christ the Rock from 14:20 & 49:24 + Christ the Sceptre from 49:10, who is Christ the King of Righteousness & King of Peace from Gen 14:18 speaking to them (CR Heb 7:1-3 clarifies this).

So again in Rev 12:17, ‘the remnant of her seed / children / posterity = 12 Tribes, which keep the commandments of God, & have the testimony of Christ’, are the ‘crown of 12 stars’ from v1. And they’re the same saints in 14:12 identified as the 144,000 “redeemed from the earth” in 14:3, & in v1 they were called the 144,000 “having his Father’s name written in their foreheads”. And that means you’ve spent enough time studying the word that you don’t have to be told that the 144,000 are mentioned in Rev Chapter 7 as the 12 Tribes, though we lost Dan & Ephraim. And I hope you know the rest of it from Rev 1:6,7 about them being Kings & Priests & Kindred Tribes which connects them back to Exo 19:3-6. What was the first thing he told them when they got to Mt Sinai? How do you mess that up? But some of them did. As Paul said later in Acts…, some Israelites didn’t desire everlasting life.

So at Mt Sinai & for the next 40 years, they went south into Arabia traveling down the Red Sea along the coast, & Christ killed off the ‘older’ Jews against Christ (JAC). He kept the Jews for Christ (JFC), assuming you want to claim that Jews are another word for Israelites. Then he helped the remnant who believed in Christ & followed his law all those 40 years, to take possession of the Promised Land. The part of land up there in modern day Israel at least. That doesn’t account for these other prophecies though by a longshot. They apply to JFC though - not people who claim to be Jews today who are waiting for a NEW Messiah who is NOT Christ. I’m not sure why any Christian would be confused by these 2 groups of Jews who are mentioned throughout scripture & are the subject of many OT prophecies quoted in the NT!
What goes along with this is that you read over & over in the same sections of scripture about the blessings & curses. None of these prophecies about these blessings for Israel will be realized by Israelites who rejected Yahweh and/or his law. If you’re blest, it’s because you accepted Yahweh at Mt Sinai & agreed to follow his law. I just pointed out they are these same people in Revelation who are Israelites who follow God’s law & teach the message of Christ! They are the same Israelites (the Posterity of) given the message of the ‘Kingdom of God’ by Christ himself at the cross approx 2000 years ago & mention 138 times in the NT! The law of God is written into the laws their nation is supposed to follow. Go to your library, pull out the ‘Criminal Code’ for your State & read it. Ignore the rest of man’s law that’s in the book & stick to just the section that says Criminal Code. I bet you can find that ‘Code’ in your Bible if you try.

To sum up. Yahweh in the OT in Deut 18:15 called ‘I AM’, is Christ the ‘Prophet’ in the NT. It’s quoted 3 times in Act’s 3:20-26 + 7:36-38, & John 1:21,29 + Christ himself referred to this in John 5:46 pointing out that Moses ‘wrote about Him’. But it was more than once as you see on my chart - http://angloisrael.com/revelation/compiled-nt-top.jpg If you look closely, 95 times in the NT there are quotes to Moses, the Prophets, & Psalms as Christ stated he was teaching in Luke 24:44. Christ the Prophet Moses promised was the “Promise” all the Israelites were waiting on when Christ came the first time.

The Gen 15:1 connection of Melchizedek (from 14:18) speaking to Abraham & calling himself a Shield & "exceeding great reward" to (A) & his posterity - would be an untenable claim unless this 'King of Righteousness / Prince of Peace' that Melchizedek is translated as in Hebrews Chapter 7, was in fact the same entity we call Christ in the NT - the Son of God or Yahweh. This is the same manifestation of God as the Son referred to all throughout scriptures as the Shield, the Stone or Rock, the Scepter of Judah, the King of Salvation, Hornet, Terror, Fortress, High Tower, Horn of Salvation, Helper, Deliverer, Refuge, & various iterations of Stumblingstone, Headstone, Cornerstone, Stumblingblock, etc, mentioned from Genesis to Revelation.

Melchizedek cannot be a mere man & make such a statement, & any Doctorate of Divinity cannot logically argue that thought otherwise. Christ was the exceeding great reward & he's manifested as the King of Righteousness in Gen 14:18, 15:1, etc! His reward to (A) is that he will give his Posternity the gift of everlasting life, & make those of his Posternity we know as the 12 Kindred Tribes who are willing to follow his law, commands, statues, & judgments as (A) did - into a Kingdom of Kings & Priests who will serve him forever! Though the actual term came later in the NT, (A) was the first ‘Christian’ then which explains the comment in Acts 7:30,37,38 that the first "Church" was at Mt. Sinai right after the Exodus.

That IS the Church in Psa 111:1 - the 'Assembly of the upright' or Congregation = Church of the Righteous. CR Psa 68:10,17 + 74:19 + Deut 33:2-5 for the Congregation or 'Church' at Mt. Sinai as well. You see the original layout of the Congregation or Church in Numbers 1:52,53, & then it’s correlation to the ET Church in Heb 12:22-29. The Angel & the Prophet in those verses quotes Deut 18:15 which was the Prophet or Messiah all Israelites were expecting to be sent to them as we read many places in the NT.

Gen 15:1 should be the proper cross reference then, for Matt 1:1 – Christ the son of Abraham. This knowledge will explain the CR given in your Bible as Gal 3:16, where Paul argues that Christ was promised first, then the law came 430 years later. So the blessings promised in scripture apply to ‘Christian Israel’ & THEIR posterity. And it’s a Covenant promised only to the Posterity of AIJ which are
the many nations of the modern 12 Kindred Tribes. They’re also referred to as the ‘Two Witnesses’ in Revelation because they witness for Christ. However, they’re Empires as stated in Dan Chapter 7, which is your CR to Rev 13:1. I could go on but I have extensive video on my YT channel showing how all of these prophecies connect. Beyond the racial aspects, it’s only to those of the Christian 12 Kindred Tribes in these modern Israel nations who Follow Gods Law & teach Christ as repeated in Revelation many times! The scary part is that the Remnant could get as small as the 144,000 number it’s using!

Exo 3:1 MOG (next to Mt Horeb & south of the land of Midian which is in the NW part of Arabia by all accounts) -> 1Kings 19:8-13 _v2 Angel of the Lord (in the burning cedar bush) = Yahweh from Genesis, - Deut 33:16, Isa 63:9, Acts 7:30 _v6 God of All = Yahweh -> Gen 28:13 (Luz = Bethel -> 48:3, but then went to Laban in Syria -> Hos 12:4,12 & Gen 31:20) _v12 I will be with you = Christ the Shield; you will serve God upon this MTN -> Gen 15:1,16 + 31:3, Exo 6:8, Josh 1:5 _v14 I AM sent you = Yahweh = Christ -> Deut 18:15 - Prophet, John 8:58 ‘I AM’, Rev 1:4-8 Alpha & Omega _v15 God of All sent me to you + my memorial unto all generations, or memory referring to the fulfillment of his Prophecy in Gen 15:13,14 to bring the COI out of Egypt with great signs & wonders
_4:27 Aaron came to meet Moses at the MOG = Sinai in the wilderness; he knew where Mt Sinai was because All all had been told how to find the mountain of Yahweh in Arabia _6:3 JEHOVAH (Almighty God) -> Gen 17:1 + 35:11 + 48:3, Psa 68:4 + 83:18 -> John 8:58 (pronounced Yah - Ho - Wa - per Dr. Miles Jones)
_7:16 ‘serve me in the’ WOS (Moses was indicating to Pharaoh he was going into the Sinai Peninsula) _8:27,28 WOS ‘you shall not go very far away’ _13:18,20 Wilderness of the Red Sea (in Sinai Peninsula) -> Deut 1:31-33, Num C33 _v22 POCF helped them
_14:2,9,16,21-23,26-30 Wilderness by the Red Sea + Angel = Yahweh -> Jer 2:6,C44, Psa 66:6, ‘C68, ‘C74, ‘C78, ‘C106, ‘C107, ‘C114 -> Isa 63:10-14 _v3,12 Wilderness in Egypt before they passed over to Arabia _15:13,17 Plant them ‘COI’ in the MTN of thine inheritance = ‘holy habitation’ or ‘sanctuary’ (east of the Red sea in v22 meaning wilderness of Shur = WOS) -> Psa 53:7-12 + 44:2,3 + 78:52-55 + C81,82 (‘You are God’s) Note: Dan 9:15,16 ‘your city Jerusalem, your Holy Mtn’ does not do away with the significance of Mt Sinai since there are other prophecies that appear to apply to the area of MS _16:1,2,3,10,14,32 SINAI in the wilderness of Sin, meaning they were in the desert (45 days after they left Egypt) between Elim & Mt Sinai before they arrived at Mt Sinai + POCF + Manna -> Num C33
_17:1 Wilderness of Sin before they arrived just NW of Mt Sinai at Rephidim _18:5 encamped at the WOS, MOG = Mt Sinai _19:1,2 encamped at the MOG, WOS (3 months after Egypt) _v3,4 HOJacob + COI + MTN + ‘bare you on Eagles Wings’ -> Acts 7:38 _v5-23 MS4 COI are a Peculiar Treasure brought to MOG on ‘eagles wings’ (Dan 7:4) above all people Kingdom of Priests (Royal Priesthood) & Holy Nation who FGL & worship Yahweh -> 40:15 Everlasting Priesthood, Lev 26:1-13, 1Pet 2:9, Rev 1:6,7 etc
_20:18 MTN _23:20-23 my Angel = Christ the Shield & Rock _v31 ‘set your bounds from the Red Sea’ + ‘desert to the river’ = Northern Arabia? + drive the inhabitants out -> Psa 72:8, Judges 11:22 ‘from the wilderness to the Jordan’ = Northern Arabia?
_24:1 ‘Come up’ = to MTN _v4,7 Moses wrote all the words = ‘book of the covenant’ -> Heb 9:19,20 (Hebrew was first written language given to Moses by Yahweh at Mt Sinai per Dr. Miles Jones) -> Deut 31:9 + built 12 Pillars for 12KT -> Isa 51:1 Pit = Quarry _v10 they saw the God of Israel = Yahweh -> Gen
32:24-30 'I have seen God face to face’ + ‘Power with God’, Judges 13:18-22, Isa 6:1,5 + Zec 12:3-5

Power with God _v12-18 MOG + Mount Sinai + tables of stone with the law

_25:8-10 Sanctuary + Tabernacle + AOC _v40 MOG -> Heb 8:5
_26:30 MOG
_27:8 MOG
_31:3 ‘I have filled him with the SOG...’ -> 35:31 _v18 Mount Sinai + 2 tables of testimony + tables of Stone written with the finger of God -> Deut 4:13

_33:2 an Angel -> Jos 24:12 Hornet _v6 Mount Horeb _v13-16 ‘COI are separate from all other people on earth because Yahweh goes with them’ as S/S/S -> 34:9, 2Sam 7:23,24, 1Kings 8:53, Isa 63:9,16, Psa 147:19,20

_34:2-32 MOG + Mount Sinai + all people will recognize COI are different as ‘thine inheritance’ + ‘I have made a Covenant with Israel’

_40:34-38 POCF -> Lev 16:2, Num 9:15, Isa 6:1-8, 1Kings 8:6-14, 2Chron C5, Neh 9:12-25

**Lev** 7:38 MS + WOS + COI
_16:10,21,22 WOS
_25:1 MS
_26:46 MS + COI -> Deut 33:2-5 Moses Blessings to 12T
_27:34 MS + COI

**Num** 1:1,19 WOS + COI (2 years & 2 months) declared their pedigrees = by genealogies by census in v20
_20 _v46 603,550 MOI -> 2:32 _v51 put to death the 'stranger' who approaches the Tabernacle, determined how exactly? = by genealogical record _v52 every man displays his 'standard' = ensign, flag, or banner, we call Coat of Arms -> 2:2
_3:1,4,14 MS + WOS
_9:1,5 WOS + Passover (2 years & 1 month)
_10:12 COI left WOS + (WOP or Paran in Arabia, south of Mt Sinai)
_10:31 Quails from the (Red) Sea -> Psa 78:26-31
_12:16 WOP (Paran in Arabia)
_13:3,26 WOP -> Jos 14:6
_14:2,16 W = WOS _v22 Miracles + W = JAC -> Deut 1:35; Psa 95:8-11 + 106:7,13-43; Heb 3:15-18
_25 go (back) into the W = WOS by way of the Red sea = turn south (because in v29 ‘your carcases shall fall in this wilderness’ meant during the 40 years in Arabia) -> Deut 1:40 -> Psa C106 _v29, 32, 33, 35 W = starting from WOP south down to Yemen -> Acts 7:42
_15:32 W = WOA = (Wilderness of Arabia during their 40 years of wandering)
_16:13 W = WOA
_17:6,8 Aaron's Rod of Almonds
_20:4 WOA
_21:4 mount Hor by the way of the Red sea _v5,11,13,18,23 WOM = (Wilderness of Moab) _v14 'book of the wars', 'did in the Red Sea'...
_26:64,65 they numbered the COI in WOS (took a Census) & none were left from WOA after 40 years
_27:3 W = WOA _v14 WOZ
_28:6 MS
_32:13,15 WOA _v16-42 Reuben, Gad & half Manasseh stay in land of Amorites & Moab (Gilead)
_33:6,8 the Sea into the wilderness = WOS (v1-39 detail the journeys from Mt Sinai south through Arabia & back up the east side & back to Moab. At some point they came back across the north part of
Arabia from the east to the west & back across to Kadesh in v36 WOZ) _v10,11 by the Red Sea _v15,16 WOS + DOS _34:3 WOZ

Deut 1:1 Wilderness east of Jordan north of Red Sea (WRS) + Paran + Laban _v9-18 Confirmation of Exo C18 about placing Judges & Rulers over COI that FGL _v19 WOA _v31,40 WRS = WOA (turn south towards Yemen is speaking of their history where they just came from) _v2:1 WOA (turn north in v3 is after the 40 years) _v7 W = WOA (Wilderness of Arabia from Mt Sinai south to Yemen where they just came from) -> Neh 9:20-23 _v8,26 WOM, COI approached from SE _v4:3 WOM _v5:2,4,5 MOG + Horeb (‘God made a covenant with us’ + ‘who are all of us’ = JFC) _v8:2 W = WOS _v4 ‘your clothes didn’t wear out, nor did your feet swell these 40 years’ -> Neh 9:20-23 _v15,16 WOS where you were fed Mana & water from the rock of flint = JPS in Saudi Arabia -> Isa 63:11-14 + 64:8 Potter/Clay -> Rom 9:20-26 Jews/Gentiles -> Hos 1:9,10 HOI/JOJ _v9:7,28 wrath in the WOS, you have been rebellious -> Hos 13:5-8 (Lion, Leopard, Bear) _v8 Horeb _v9,10 MOS _v14 blot from BOL -> Psa 109:13 _v21 ‘the Brook that descended out of the mount’ _v10:1,4,5,10 MOS _v11:3 Miracles -> Psa 78:12-16 + 135:9-12 _v4 Red Sea _v5 WOS _v24 ‘everywhere the soles of your feet tread will be yours’ -> Num 34:1-15 (CR Gen 15:18-21 & Joshua 1:3) _v29:1 Horeb _v3 Miracles -> Deut 4:34 + 7:19 _v5 40 yrs in WOS, clothes nor shoes not worn out _v30:1-20 Blessings = Life = Christian Israel = Love Yahweh & FGL -> Rev 12:17 + 14:12, etc & Curses = Death = Reject Christ & Follow mans law = Talmud or other = SOS who worship Moloch, Kion, etc _v32:4 (Song of Moses) "He is the Rock" = Yahweh -> 1Sam 2:2, 2Sam 22:3+, 1Cor 10:4 (that Rock was Christ) _v8,9 Jacob / COI is the lot of His (Yahweh’s) inheritance __v10-14 WOA? + Desert + Eagle + Yahweh led him = Jacob -> Jer 2:6 “through the wilderness, through a land of deserts & of pits, through a land of drought, & of the shadow of death, through a land no one passed through & where no man dwelt?” = must be Arabia south of Mt Sinai because this cannot apply to the area around Sinai Peninsula in Egypt _v15 ‘Rock of his Salvation’ -> Isa 44:2 _v18 ‘Rock that begat thee’, ‘God that formed thee’ _v30 ‘their Rock had sold them’ _v31 ‘their rock is not as our Rock’ _v36 ‘their power is gone’ -> _v37 ‘their gods, their rock in whom they trusted’ (Context has to be JAC & curses vs JFC & blessings, but not Edomites or some other non Israelite group) -> 2Sam 23:1-7 (Rock of Israel spoke to me ‘David’, he that rules over men must be just, ruling in the fear of Yahweh -> Exo 18:13-26) + Psa 119:21 + Neh 9:26-30 + Acts 13:40,41, 45-47 __v51 waters of Meribah - Kadesh puts Kadesh & WO Zin in northwestern Arabia, but south of Edom? -> Deut 33:8 _v33:1-29 Moses' final Prophecies to the 12KT 'Yahweh came from Sinai' + 'congregation' = Church of Jacob _v2 mount Paran must refer to Mount Sinai? -> Dan 7:9-14 ‘all people, nations & languages will serve Christ’ till everlasting _v4,5 ‘inheritance of the Congregation of Jacob’ = JFC whom he blesses, not JAC whom he curses -> Zec 11:1-14:9 & Note 12:3-5 Power with God _v19 (MOS) + Seas + treasures hid in the sand? _v29 Shield = S/S/S _v31 our Rock = Yahweh (See my chart & video - The Rock was Christ)

Joshua 1:3 'every place that the sole of your foot shall tread upon,... as I said unto Moses' -> Deut 11:24 _v4 WOM _v2:9,10 Red Sea (Rahab & those way up in Jericho knew about the events in Egypt & the COI coming across the sea + "I know that the Lord has given you the land" in v9 & 'your terror' = Yahweh the Hornet) _v11 ‘for the Yahweh your God, he is in heaven above, & in earth beneath’ (how did Rahab know all of this & believe it when even some of the COI rebelled after seeing Yahweh in person?) _v4:23 Red Sea _v5:4-6 can include WOS + WOA to WOM
8:15,20,24 W = near Ai & Bethel west of the Jordan
12:8 WOM
14:6-15 'the land where thy feet has trodden in v9' = Hebron, but v10 is WOS
15:1 WOZ __v61 W = on far south side maybe WOZ?
16:1 W = south of Jericho
18:12 W of Bethaven
20:8 WOM where Reuben, Gad & half Manasseh inherited
24:6 Red Sea __v7 WOA + 'a long season' = 40 years in Arabia __v12,18 Hornet = Yahweh drove out

Judges 1:16 W of Judah
5:5 Sinai -> Psa 97:5-9
8:7,16 WOM
11:16,18,22 'walked through the WOA to the Red Sea'... Kadesh would be south to east of Edom
20:42,45,47 W of the rock Rimmon

1Sam 4:8 W of Egypt
13:18 W = WOM?
23:14,15 W of Ziph
23:24,25 W of Maon
24:1 W of Engedi
25:1 WOP (Why would David go here except to go to MS?) __v4,14,21 W of Maon
26:2,3 W of Ziph

2Sam 2:24 W of Gibeon
15:23,28 W east of Jerusalem before the Jordan
17:16 W east of Jerusalem before the Jordan __v29 WOM

1Kings 9:18 W = WOA?
9:26 'navy... on the shore of the Red Sea', in the land of Edom means the northern tip, Gulf of Aquaba
10:15 'kings of Arabia', 'governors of the country' (of Arabia) + Queen of Sheba in v1 was from southern Arabia __v22 navy of Hiram (on Red Sea)
11:18 Paran = WOP
19:4 WOS __v8 Horeb, MOG __v11 MOG = Sinai (v9,13 Cave of Elijah) __v15 W of Damascus

1Chron 5:9 WOM
6:78 WOM
12:8 WOM
21:29 WOS (Tabernacle & Altar which Moses made)
22:9,10 Solomon will be my (Yahweh) son... I will establish the throne of his kingdom over Israel forever (meaning over those Israelites admitted to the kingdom who are JFC!) __v19 bring the Ark of the Covenant of Yahweh... into the house...
29:29 where in our Bibles are the Book of Nathan + Book of Gad mentioned here?

2Chron 1:3 WOS (Tabernacle which Moses had made)
8:4 W = WOA? __v17 'at the sea side' (Red Sea, north end of Gulf of Aquaba) -> 1Kings 9:26
20:16 W of Jeruel __v20 W of Tekoa __v24 W of Edom?
24:9 WOS (Tithe declared by Moses)

Neh 9:9,11 Red Sea -> Isa 63:11-14 __v13 MS __v19-23 WOS + POCF + Mana + Water (from JPS) +
clothes didn’t wear out or feet swell + gave them Kingdoms & Nations, gave them land of Sihon King of
Amorites, Heshbon, Og King of Bashan + Divide them into corners? + COI multiplied as stars of heaven
__v26,30 ‘Slew thy Prophets’ -> Deut 32:1-45, Matt 5:12, Acts 7:52,53 ‘they have slain (the prophets)
which shewed before of the coming of the Just One’ = Christ taught from MPP - Luke 24:44

Job 1:19 WOA (probably north of WOS closer to Edom where Job lived)
__30:3 WOA (JAC during 40 years)
__38:26 WOA
__39:6 WOA?

Psa 29:8 WOS
__33:7 'waters of the sea' = Red Sea
__55:7 WOA
__66:6 'sea into dry land' = Red Sea -> Exo 14:21
__68:4 JAH = Yahweh -> Exo 6:2 (Jehovah) -> Deut 33:26-29 (Jeshurun) __v7 WOS __v8,16,17 Sinai... 'the
Holy place'... 'Yahweh will dwell in it forever' -> Jud 5:4,5 + Isa 64:1-3 + Dan 7:10
__72:9 WOA
__74:13 'divide the (Red?) Sea by your strength' -> Isa 51:9,10 __v14 WOA
__78:13 'He divided the (Red) Sea' __v15,17,19,40,52 WOA __v21,22 'fire was kindled against Jacob /
Israel because they believed not in God' __v31 'slew the Chosen men of Israel' __v53 Red Sea
__95:8 WOA
__106:7,9,22,26 Red Sea + WOA
__107:4,33,35,40 WOA __v23 Red Sea
__114:3,5 Sea = RS __v8 ROH + JPS
__136:13,15 Red Sea __v16 WOA

Cp 3:6 WOA
__8:5 WOA

Isa 16:1,8 WOM
__35:1,6 WOA
__40:3 WOS
__41:18,19 WOS
__43:19,20 WOA
__51:10,15 sea = RS -> Rom 9:30-32

Jer 2:2 WOS __v6,24 WOA
__3:2 WOA

Eze 20:10,13 WOS __v15,17,18,21 WOA __v23,24 WOA -> Lev 26:33,46 + Psa 106:7-43 __v35 WOPeople
= WOA -> Jer 2:30-35 ‘your own sword has killed your prophets’ + ‘We are Lords’ = You are Gods __v36
WOE __v40 ‘Holy Mtn’ = NJ @ ET -> Isa 2:2-5 + 56:7,8 + C60 + Zec C8 + Mal C3

Hos 2:14 WOS @ ET

Topical Cross References - Angloisrael.com
Joel 3:17 “my holy mountain” = Mt Sinai -> Zec 8:3

Amos 2:10 WOA

Hab 3:3 'the Holy one from mount Paran' = Sinai

John 3:14 WOA

Acts 7:30 WOS + Angel in the ‘Burning Bush’ = Cedar Tree at MS v31, 'voice of the Lord' = Yahweh = Christ v32 'I AM the God of AIJ' = Yahweh = Christ v33 'Lord' v34, 'My People', 'deliver them' = Salvation from Christ the S/S/S -> Matt 1:21 v35, 'Moses was sent by God', 'hand of the Angel in the bush' v36 'He' brought them out, Red Sea + WOS + ‘wonders & signs’ = Miracles v37,38 MS + COI + Church in the WOS + ‘lively oracles’ = Law (Prophet = Yahweh = Angel which spoke = Christ from Deut 18:15 who Moses the 'prophet' knew face to face in Deut 34:10 + Acts 3:12-26 + John 1:21 & 5:46) -> Exo C19 v39 'Him' = who they would not obey = Christ v42 'God' = Christ + WOA v43 'i' will carry you away, you took up the tabernacle of Moloch & your god Remphan' = JAC -> Psa 81:11-15 + Jer C19 + Eze C20 + 36:16-20 + Amos 5:25,26 v44 'Our fathers' = JFC, 'He' had appointed = Tabernacle of Witness of Christ appointed by God + WOS v45 'God' v46 'Tabernacle for the God of Jacob' v48 'most High' v49 'My Throne' v50 'My Hand' v51 'you stiffnecked... who resist the Holy Spirit, as your fathers did' = JAC during the 40 years in the desert & elsewhere -> Eze 44:6-13 v52 'your fathers' = JAC who 'slew the prophets who spoke about the 'Just One' = Christ to come' -> 2Chron 36:11-20, Isa 7:14 v53 'who received the law from Angels & have not kept it' = proves Stephen is speaking to Israelites as JAC & not someone else -> Exo 20:1-2 v55 'Holy Spirit', 'glory of God', 'Jesus', 'God' v56 'Son of Man', 'God' = Father & Son v59 'Lord Jesus', 'God' -> Matt 1:23 ‘God with us’ = ‘Christ should be born’ -> Matt 2:4 + 2:6 ‘Governor that shall rule my people Israel’ = NOT born to rule the Gentiles! Christ was a promise to (A) to rule his posterity as Kings & Priests & they would rule over everyone else v60 'Lord'

1Cor 10:1,2,4 sea = Red Sea (Rock = S/S/S = Yahweh = Christ) -> Exo 13:18-16:12 v5-10 ‘with many of them God was not well pleased & were overthrown / destroyed (killed) in the WOS’ = JAC

Gal 4:24,25 Allegory, MS (Sinai Rock is a mountain in Arabia) -> Deut 33:2 v28 ‘Children of the Promise’ = the promise in v23 which applied to the promise to (A) to have COI ‘born after the Spirit’ in v29 who would inherit the promise of Salvation through Christ & are waiting for the hope of righteousness by that faith in 5:5 = JFC who walk in the Spirit of Christ in v25 = Wheat, contrary to those from v21 who DO NOT INHERIT THE KINGDOM OF GOD = JAC = TARES

Heb 3:8,17 WOA

Rev 12:6,14 WOS
Acronyms:
CR's = Cross References
12KT = 12 Kindred Tribes as HOI/HOJ or the Posterity of AIJ
JAC or JFC = Jews Against Christ or Jews for Christ
MTN = Mountain referring to MS
MS = Mount Sinai or Sinai Mountain or 'the mount', etc
RS = Red Sea
ROH = Rock of Horeb
JPS = Jacob's Pillar Stone
COI = Children of Israel
WOS = Wilderness of Sin or Sinai
WRS = Wilderness by the Red Sea
SOG = Spirit of God
AIJ = Abraham, Isaac & Jacob as 'Posterity of' = 12KT
POCF = Pillars of Cloud or Fire
HOI/HOJ = House of Israel / House of Judah
HOJacob = House of Jacob
MOG = Men of God
ET = End Time
(A) = Abraham
FOS = Figures of Speech
MPP = 'teaching from' the Books of Moses, the Prophets & Psalms
S/S/S = 'Christ the' Shield / 'Christ the' Stone or Rock / 'Christ the' Sceptre of Judah

Last year, Saudi Arabian Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman announced plans to create a mega-city named Neom on the coast of the Red Sea. The plans for the city are ambitious indeed: at a cost of $500 billion, Neom will be 17 times the size of London and 33 times the size of Manhattan. The city will cover 10,230-square-miles extending 285 miles along the coast of the Red Sea and run entirely on renewable energy. The name “Neom” was constructed from two words. The first three letters form the Ancient Greek prefix neo- meaning “new”. The fourth letter is from the abbreviation of Arabic Mostaqbal meaning “future.”

In a recent documentary, Finding the Mountain of Moses, Ryan Mauro, National Security Analyst for the Clarion Project, warned of the dire consequences should the Saudi mega-city be built.

Many scholars claim that Mount Sinai is in the Sinai Peninsula in Egypt but Mauro rejected that claim based on the “more than 70 times the Bible says the Israelites went out of Egypt.”

“If all of us don’t take action, Saudi construction in the area may destroy key evidence and prevent excavation for the foreseeable future,” Mauro said in his movie.

Mauro is not alone in his assertion that Jabal al Lawz is the Biblical Mount Sinai. After visiting the site in 2018, Bible scholar and bestselling author Joel Richardson told WND, “If those on the fence actually could visit the site, I guarantee they would be fully convinced, or 95 percent there.”

“‘This is a mountain with a dark-colored basalt rock on the top, as well as a cave on its front – the Cave of Elijah’ – with an altar at its base with bulls carved all over it, ‘the Golden Calf altar,’ he said. “It also has an animal corral and altar, and pillars at its base, consistent with God’s command to Moses to build at the base of the mountain,” said Richardson

In addition to the conflicting opinions, there is also some confusion as the location of the precise mountain. Jabal Maqlā (Burnt Mountain) located about four miles to the south, is often misidentified as Jabal al-Lawz by various authors such as Bob Cornuke, Ron Wyatt, and Lennart Moller as shown by local and regional maps.

Mauro will be posting a website with a petition calling on the U.S. State Department and Saudi government to preserve the sites and have them put on UNESCO’s World Heritage list. Due to Saudi restrictions on visitors, the site is difficult to research and if the Saudi plans go through, it will be impossible.

Newly discovered petroglyphs at the foot of mountain depict archers which Richardson claimed are based on a warning by Moses that anyone who set foot on the mountain would be shot with arrows. Another petroglyph depicts a seven-branched menorah which Richardson maintained indicates the ancient Hebrews visited the site. Consistent with the biblical account of water pouring out of the rock, there are clear signs of water erosion in an arid area where such erosion is evident nowhere else, said Richardson.